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S6-SR-A Survival Rations Type A

Basic quick to ready meals for survival ration stocks, or for use by personnel in the field. Is also sold
commercially, and used as emergency kits across ships and other craft.

Manufacturer: NDC Ground Forces "Duskerian Legion"
Price: 10DS/2.5 KS

Overview

A line of meals that are preserved, and made easy to store for carrying into the field. It also provides a
source of emergency food rations in case of crash, or disabling of vehicles, resulting in stranding of the
passengers. Comes in a variety of choices for dinner, or breakfast meals that are quick to prepare. They
hold all the necessary nutrients needed for active personnel in the field, and have been designed to have
decent taste.

History

In YE 40 with the escalating expansion of Section 6 armed forces personnel numbers. The need for a line
of rations were needed to keep a growing army fed, as well as up to the quality of being able to
withstand life on the battlefield. They saw service in mid-way through the year, but saw much more
exponential use in the later part of year. Reliance on these rations and other lines of such, grew
especially given the exodus to Sirris VI. This only increased into the new year of YE 41, where the armed
forces continued to expand to accommodate the NDC's vulnerable state. They were then offered
commercially for use by civilian buyers, as well as third parties.

Packaging

Each ration is stored in a weather proofed mylar lined pack. This depending on the meal, comes in a
graphene pouch or tin style tray made on durandium. Both types are kept in a graphene box for added
protection. Only labeling is the listing of the health information on the pouch/tray, and the ration series
as well as meal contained on the front of the outer graphene box.

Flavors

Here are the many possible choices that are offered in this series of rations.1)

Dinner/Lunch

chili

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=faction:ndc:military:ndc_armed_forces_duskerian_legion
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=faction:ndc:currency:duskerian_script
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=timeline:ye_40
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=faction:ndc:section6:section_6
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=planet:sirris_vi
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=timeline:ye_41
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=faction:ndc:start
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Pizza
meatloaf meal
Salisbury steak meal
chicken and dumplings
chicken noodle soup
beef stew
sweetish meatballs meal
beef stroganoff
lasagna
chicken Parmesan meal
chicken cheese and rice
teriyaki chicken and rice

Breakfast

omelette meal
pancake meal2)

cornbeef hash
chicken n' waffles3)

breakfast burrito meal
fried pancake batter dipped sausage on a stick meal
cinnamon roll meal
strudel meal4)

Extras

What other things are included with the food item/ration

Condiments/Utility

salt and pepper5)

utensils
ketchup
mustard
mayo
soy sauce6)

Sides: Dinner

7)8)

baked beans

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=items:food:pizza
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mashed potatoes
macaroni and cheese
steamed rice
saffron rice
yeast roll
potato curls
green beans
corn
peas
spinach
apple sauce
carrot sticks
steamed pork bun

Sides: Breakfast

9)

powdered eggs
hash browns(grated)
hash browns(patty)
bacon
sausage

Dessert

cookie(sugar, oatmeal, peanut butter, or chocolate chip)
brownie
fruit cocktail cup
chocolate pudding
cake

Drink

One per ration, and can be either a mix to add to water, or a drink pouch.

Mixes

tea
Coffee10)

hot cocoa

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=items:drinks:coffee
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Pouches

Conclave Cola
Orange Juice
fruit flavored drink11)

lemonade

OOC Notes

Jack Pine created this article on 2019/03/04 10:15.

� This article is a work-in-progress. Is it not currently approved.

1)

any of the listed extras in the section below flavors, only come with the meals, and not the singular
entrees.
2) , 3)

syrup is included
4)

fruit filling is either apple, strawberry, or cherry
5)

dinner only
6)

only in the asian style dishes
7)

two per meal
8)

based on meal, but also random
9)

two per meal, but also random
10)

breakfast only
11)

flavor is random
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